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Dear friends,

We are excited to be bringing in the Spring season
with new research, new supporters, as well as,
a new addition to the team here at the macula
Vision Research foundation. please join us in
welcoming our new executive Director, Dawn prall
george, who brings her invaluable experience,
expertise and a contagious positive energy to the
foundation. Dawn comes to us with 25 years of
fund development and marketing experience
spanning a broad base of non-profit organizations.
the majority of her career has been in the health
care and social services arena. She combines
her business acumen with extensive fund
development and government relations experience to effectively develop innovative,
collaborative and comprehensive strategies that we believe will help us to advance to
the extraordinary.

in this special issue, we recognize the generosity of our 2012 donors. this year we added
more than 300 new donors and doubled our fundraising revenue from the previous year!
for this, we say thank you and celebrate the kindness of these individuals. We could
not continue to make immense progress in the groundbreaking research we fund without
the valuable support of our “fans.”

treatments and a cure for retinal diseases are clearly within view. With your support
leading the way, we have begun the 2013 grant application process and we look forward
to the exciting new research projects to come – leading us closer to better treatment
options, and ultimately, a cure.
With your help, we will not stop until retinal diseases no longer devastate the lives
of our loved ones. in the team spirit – let’s all keep our “eye on the ball!”
Warmest regards,

Karen and herb Lotman
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Dear mVRf friends and Supporters,

i received a very special gift this past holiday season – the
amazing opportunity to join mVRf as the new executive Director.
i am thrilled and humbled to be part of such an outstanding
organization! it is extraordinary in today’s world to find a public
charity whose purpose was founded on the premise that 100% of
every dollar donated goes directly to fund the mission. mVRf
funds groundbreaking, innovative research conducted by the
world’s top scientists who are working feverishly to find a cure for
retinal blindness.
That is a game change.

Since our founders karen and herb Lotman founded the organization in 1997, we
have been funding visionary research for the sole purpose of finding a cure. the
notion that this would completely change the lives of more than 10 million people,
(many of you who are reading this right now), and countless future generations to
come is huge.

Without a doubt, i knew i had to be part of this. how could i not be? most
importantly, i want to personally thank all of you who are already with us – the special
donors, supporters and friends listed in this issue.

You are part of this too. i am honored to be on your team.

Dawn Prall george
P.S. I invite you to visit www.mvrf.org and let us know what you think about our new look.

WWW.MVRF.oRg
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FACT oR FICTIon:

Does aspirin increase the risk of developing wet age-related
macular degeneration (AMD)?

Philip J. Rosenfeld, M.D., Ph.D.
Professor of ophthalmology
bascom Palmer eye Institute
University of Miami Miller school of Medicine
MVRF International scientific Advisory board Member

over the past two months, my patients
have been asking me whether they should
stop taking their aspirin because of a widely
publicized study out of australia1 that
reportedly showed an increased risk of wet
amD with the use of aspirin. my answer has
been consistent and insistent: do not stop
taking your aspirin, as long as you’re
under the care of a physician who has
recommended the use of aspirin. this latest
controversy about aspirin arose because
this large, population-based eye study out
of australia found a statistically significant
association between 15 years of regular
aspirin use and the formation of wet amD.
in this study, those subjects using aspirin at
least once a week were twice as likely as
nonusers to develop wet amD, but they
didn’t have an increased risk of developing
early amD or other forms of advanced dry
amD. three questions really need to be
answered before we jump to the conclusion
that aspirin causes wet amD. first, how
much of a risk are we really talking about
and does this increased risk outweigh the
life-saving benefits from the use of aspirin;
second, are there other explanations for
this finding that may find aspirin innocent as
a cause of wet amD; and third, has this
relationship between aspirin and wet amD
been confirmed independently by other
studies.
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Question #1:
if the association is true, then how much of
a risk are we really talking about? While
a doubling of the 15-year risk sounds
like a very high risk, the actual numbers
were small and of questionable clinical
significance. in the australian study, the
onset of wet amD increased with increasing
aspirin use from 2.2% (nonusers) to 2.9%
(occasional users) to 5.8% (regular users).
While the diagnosis of wet amD is a
serious development for any patient, it’s
also important to realize that the rates are
still low and the diagnosis of wet amD no
longer means significant vision loss as it
once did prior to 2005. now, with our ability
to preserve and improve vision by injecting
the latest drugs into the eye, the real
decision is whether patients should
suffer the life-threatening consequences of
stopping aspirin if the vision-threatening
consequences of wet amD really aren’t as
bad as they once were. of course, this
argument assumes that aspirin really does
increase the risk of wet amD.

Question #2:
if the association is true, then we always
need to explore other possible explanations
for this association and consider the
possibility that this association does not
necessarily imply causation. Remember,

macula Vision Research foundation

people taking aspirin are usually at risk for
a wide range of cardiovascular problems
that may contribute to the higher risk of
wet amD. most well run clinical studies
try their best to control for these types of
associations so they don’t get confusing
results, but sometimes it just isn’t possible
to control for all the possibilities. the
researchers acknowledge that the results
may be confusing because those with a
history of cardiovascular disease are more
likely to take daily aspirin and are also more
likely to develop wet amD. in addition, the
researchers used color photographs of the
eye to detect the blood in the eye that
results from wet amD. however, not all wet
amD causes bleeding, in fact most patients
with wet amD leak a clear fluid that wouldn’t
be detected using color photographs. But,
patients taking aspirin may be more likely
to have a small amount of blood in their eye
because aspirin affects the ability of blood
to clot and may lead to an increase in
bleeding. as a result, wet amD may
have been more easily detected in eyes of
patients taking aspirin, so in reality, the
presence of wet amD may have been the
same in patients either on or off aspirin.

if the researchers had
used more sophisticated testing like we
do in our clinics,
then they may have
been able to detect
all the wet amD and
no differences might
have been found.

Spring 2013

Question #3:
if the association is true, then have other
studies found a similar relationship between
aspirin and wet amD? this australian report is the third large study to suggest an
association between aspirin use and wet
amD. Similar results were reported from the
Beaver Dam eye Study in the u.S.2 and
from a european, cross-sectional, study of
participants 65 years and older from seven
countries ranging north to south from norway to italy3. in the Beaver Dam Study,
regular aspirin use ten years prior to the
exam was associated with an estimated
onset rate of 1.76% in regular aspirin users
compared with 1.03% in nonusers. these
rates are even smaller than in the australian
study. in the european study, the rates
were also low, but wet amD was 2.22 times
more likely among daily aspirin users. however, analyses of past and ongoing large
multicenter clinical trials in the united
States known as the age-Related eye Disease Studies (aReDS and aReDS2) suggest that there’s a lower risk of developing
wet amD among aspirin users (personal
communication)4.
in a commentary that accompanied
the australian paper5, Sanjay kaul, mD,
and george a. Diamond, mD, both
cardiologists, wrote, “from a purely
continued on page 6
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(continued from page 5)

science-of-medicine perspective, the
strength of evidence is not sufficiently robust to be clinically directive.” they also
wrote “at best, these findings are hypothesis-generating that should await validation
in [additional] studies before guiding clinical
practice or patient behavior.” they recommended that the use of aspirin be individualized to the patient’s needs. in other
words, the evidence wasn’t sufficient to
stop the use of aspirin in amD patients. in
kaul and Diamond’s final analysis, they
state “decisions about aspirin use are best
made by balancing the risks against the
benefits in the context of each individual’s
medical history and value judgments.” in an
editor's note about the commentary by
kaul and Diamond6, kenneth e. Covinsky
emphasizes the need for careful consideration before concluding that an association
described in the australian study truly represents a cause-effect relationship. he
noted that while the australian study may
provide useful incremental data about an
important condition, the data are not definitive enough to suggest changes in clinical
practice. he states that the purpose of covering such an article is to hopefully stimulate further research on the relationship
between aspirin and macular degeneration.
Dr. Covinsky notes that the australian study
provides “an opportunity to educate the
public about the subtleties and incremental
nature of medical research” and that “our
understanding of disease etiology advances as evidence accumulates from multiple good studies.”
in summary, if your physician recommends aspirin, then take the aspirin. even
if the association between aspirin and wet
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amD is true, it only represents a minimal increase in developing wet amD, which may
not have real world significance. most likely,
this association just reflects the fact that
people taking aspirin also have other medical conditions that put them at risk for wet
amD. finally, other studies have shown
conflicting results, which serves as a warning that this association may not be real. go
ahead, take your aspirin, and let your retina
specialist manage the wet amD if it does
occur. after all, even if the risk from aspirin
is real, the increased risk of dying from a
heart attack or stroke while off aspirin far
exceeds the small risk of developing wet
amD. So take your aspirin, or you may not
be around to develop wet amD.
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FoR A sTUDY on The geneTICs oF Age-ReLATeD MACULoPAThY (gARM II)

the Jules Stein eye institute at university of California, Los angeles is seeking clinical
research volunteers for a nationwide study to identify the genetics and risk factors
for developing age-related macular degeneration (also known as age-related
maculopathy).
The goal of this study is to determine how the combination of genetic,
dietary, health and exposure factors such as light or smoking contributes
to one's risk of developing this condition.

You, or members of your family, may be eligible to participate in this nih-funded study
which allows you to participate through this confidential and secure website. It is not
a treatment study and does not involve travel to UCLA.
if you prefer, you may call Dr. michael B. gorin or a research coordinator at:

gARM II study Center
1-800-286-8581
9 am to 5 pm PsT
garm@jsei.ucla.edu

Jules stein eye Institute, UCLA
200 stein Plaza 3-310 b
Los Angeles, California 90095-7000

The study is looking for:
1. individuals from 49 to 65 years old who have/had at least one parent with macular
degeneration. Spouses or partners will be included.
2. the parent(s) who have age-related macular degeneration or have a first-degree
relative with the disease (siblings).

Participation:
participants will complete a series of web-based questionnaires, as well as provide a
saliva sample and eye photographs that can be done by a specialist near their home.
there are no costs or payments for participants.
To learn more:
to learn about the study with complete anonymity, and even send questions to the
research coordinators, please visit https://jseiclinres.jsei.ucla.edu/garm/.
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Feb 5, 2013
Department of Physiology and Biophysics
1
New York, NY 10021

Telephone: 212-746-6372
Fax: 212-746-8690

i’m writing to thank you and your colleagues for the funding i received from the
macula Vision Research foundation (mVRf). the funding was invaluable
in two
Feb 5, 2013
respects. first, it provided critical seed funding, which allowed me to obtain two
federal grants, one from nih and one from the aRmY (the Vision Research program
(VRp)). my research focuses on the development of a prosthetic device for treating
blindness. We’ve developed one for mice and are now in the process of translating it
to one for primates, so we can bring it forward to patients. the funding allowed us to
convert the device, including building the primate/human retina code into it. We’re
now entering the very exciting phase of testing it, both for efficacy and safety, so we
can gather the critical data for an application to the fDa.

the second reason a grant from mVRf was so valuable is that it gave me an
opportunity to meet the best scientists in the field of vision restoration. i’m from the
field of computational neuroscience and am a newcomer to this particular group.
What became immediately clear is that mVRf funds absolutely first-rate researchers.
the meeting was just fantastic. i got a complete overview of the state-of-the-art
approaches, including drug therapy, gene therapy, stem cell approaches, cell
(photoreceptor) transplants, and prosthetics, and we laid out how our different
approaches target different stages of retinal degeneration. Collaborations and
friendships were rapidly formed. in particular, i gained a great deal of practical advice
on filing applications to the fDa and starting clinical trials.

i can’t say it strongly enough - mVRf is one of the best, or actually the best,
foundation i have ever worked with, because it’s not political, it’s just genuinely
committed to the problem, and it chooses scientists equally committed.
Sincerely,
Sheila nirenberg, ph.D.
professor, Dept. of physiology and Biomedicine,
institute for Computational Biomedicine,
Weill medical College of Cornell university
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As I see IT

by Diane berberian, Visually Impaired Ironman Paratriathlete

“Low Vision,” what does this mean? most people do not realize that i am “impaired.” i am not
fully sighted nor am i blind. i call it “limbo.” i
have learned so many new skills over the past
few years that i hear the shock in the voices of
many when i ask for help. the usual response:
“oh, you were looking right at me; you don't
Look blind!” But, if i have my white cane? not
a question! however, again, the assumption is
that i am blind.
i am a woman, a sister, an aunt, your friend,
your co-worker, and your athletic competitor! i
am Diane Berberian and i have a condition
called macular degeneration. this condition
does not define who i am. my diagnosis came
in 2006 after many years of questions, theories, and of course, treatments, even prism
glasses. the condition was stabilized with
medication and injections until 2010. i drove,
held a full time job as a physical therapist
assistant, and competed in running and
triathlon events throughout the united States.
most times, i traveled alone.
Within one year, 2011, i would experience
further decline which affected my ability to perform my duties as a therapist, i would no longer
drive a car, and had to make many modifications to my condo. i no longer could participate
safely in running and triathlon events without
assistance.
i feel very fortunate that my 20 years of
work experience as a pt assistant provided
me with an understanding of the skills required
to live independently as well as where to connect with community resources. after many
phone calls, emails, and hours of researching
the internet, i assembled an awesome team to
assist me: Department of Blind Services, Lighthouse of pinellas County, foundation fighting
Blindness, achilles international, and u.S.
Blind athletic association along with the loving
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support of family and
friends.
i continue to live
alone and am exploring my options for a
new career. i participate in various distances of running
and triathlon with a
guide. i am learning
new activities and also
volunteer with the
humane Society.
my favorite quote:
“just because a person
lacks the use of their
eyes does not mean
they do not have vision.” it reminds me daily to
continue to move forward, to learn how to do
“old things” in a new way and to learn new
things in a new way! and, when i learn
something, i want to share it with other visually
impaired people in my community.
after a period of anger, feeling sorry for myself, and fear, i was able to move to a point of
acceptance – shifting my thinking to focusing
less on the disease and more on to learning
how to live a better life with less vision. i continue to learn on a daily basis what will work for
me. Color is my best friend; for example, i use
a red key for the front door and i prefer bright
color shoe laces on my running shoes. magnifying glasses, ott Lite, larger print, talking
books, a tandem bicycle, a guide for running
and swimming, and yes, a white cane when i
am alone. Bottom Line: use the tools available to increase independence and get on with
living! Life is not over with a visual challenge; it
is just done differently!

macula Vision Research foundation
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ReseARCh
sTUDIes
LIFe
As A VIsUALLY
IMPAIReDWe’Re
AThLeTe CURRenTLY
ConCLUsIon FUnDIng (continued)
i have been an athlete for 44 years so i needed While organizations such as mVRf work on a
to find a way to continue. i had already regis- cure for macular degeneration, i keep myself
tered for ironman texas (2.4 swim/112 mile busy learning to live with low vision. Besides
bike/26.2 run) to be held in may, 2011. When it continuing my participation as a runner and
was determined that i could not participate triathlete, i am learning to kayak. i have aligned
safely on my own, i enlisted the assistance of myself with an instructor who specializes in
an experienced triathlete and friend. We adaptive kayaking. i am teaching him the verbought the tether needed to do the swim and bal cues that a person with low vision will need
run, and borrowed a tandem bike. i was able to safely participate. my goal is to become certo complete my fourth ironman that day and tified as an instructor and encourage more
now hold the distinction as the oldest visually people with visual impairments to kayak.
impaired female at the ironman distance (and
i am also beginning to work with a yoga
this was my first triathlon as a Vi triathlete)!
instructor in an effort to identify the verbal cues
Since then, i have completed many other needed to participate. again, my goal is to
events and have my own tandem bicycle. i re- increase participation in various activities for
cently traveled to Sacramento, California to others with visual impairments!
compete with other Vi/Blind runners at the Cali would enjoy speaking with other people
ifornia international marathon, finishing second and can be reached on facebook:
and qualifying for the Boston marathon in april. Diane Berberian – the iron maven and
a recent challenge came from the interna- DianeBerberian@wordpress.com.
tional triathlon union. there was a ruling that
would have Vi triathletes wear “black out
glasses” while on the run portion in an effort to
“level the playing field” between the Vi and
blind participants. i was disqualified twice in
2012 since i refused to wear the glasses as i
would not compromise my safety or the safety
of my guide. i had to make a decision for 2013:
not compete or fight with others in an attempt
to change the ruling. i went with the fight!
i started an online petition through
change.org and within a week, i had the support of people from Japan, australia, Canada,
as well as the u.S. there was also support
from mVRf! i am pleased to report that the ruling has been changed. there will now be a category for the Vi and one for the blind.
mVRf welcomes your submissions to SupportSightnewsSm. if you have an article,
personal experience or tip that you think would benefit our readers, we invite you to submit
your materials to nikki grossman, marketing & Communications Coordinator, at
nikki@mvrf.org. if your submission is selected, it will be included in our SupportSightnewsSm
publication with a circulation of more than 20,000. We look forward to hearing from you.
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In Memoriam

A Memorial to Our Mother Anna R. Conners
7/9/1934 – 1/2/2013

Just after reaching
the age of 50, mom
was diagnosed with
macular degeneration. She had been to
several doctors with
symptoms that she
described as seeing spots and blurred vision. the doctors had confirmed that she
had wet macular degeneration in her right
eye and began to treat her. She underwent
many laser surgeries to control the bleeding
in the retina. however, it was not long before the disease had affected her left eye as
well. again, more laser surgery would follow.
Several specialists said that mom’s disease was too far gone and that with so much
scar tissue from the laser there was really
nowhere to turn. it seemed there was not
much hope for a cure so mom sought out
new treatments and found a retina specialist.
he had given her some hope. She began
Lucentis injections on a regular basis and
took many ocular vitamins to support her
eye health. although there was never really
an end in sight, she kept going. the staff at
the doctor’s office had come to know and
love her just as did everyone who met her.
She always said, “i’m gonna get my miracle,
i just know it”.
this foundation would mean the world to
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our mother. She would be overwhelmed
with the amount of donations received in her
honor. We are so privileged to be a part of
this special organization in hopes that one
day a cure will be found for this debilitating
disease. mom’s hope was for everyone to
be able to see the faces of their family and
to watch their grandchildren grow up and
see the sparkle in their eyes. her family and
friends meant the world to her, and she was
so grateful for the help and concern that
everyone showed her especially as the disease worsened.
mom found other ways to continue participating in the things she loved; huge
poker cards for friday night card club, and
a phone with giant numbers just to name a
few. She looked at everyone sideways so
she could see their faces better by using her
peripheral vision. She was always hopeful
and actually positive that there would be a
cure. We, her children, had hoped it would
be in her lifetime, but that was not to be. our
hope is that a cure will be found in our lifetime or that of our children. With the help of
the macula Vision Research foundation this
is surely a possibility.
The Conners Family

macula Vision Research foundation
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Carmine A. DeCresente

my husband was
first diagnosed in
1997 with early
age-related macular degeneration
(amD). he did fairly well until 2003, at which
time he developed wet macular degeneration in the right eye. he had four treatments
with photodynamic therapy (pDt) in the right
eye between 2003 and 2004. in 2010, he
began to develop problems with the left eye
with wet macular degeneration and was getting intravitreal Lucentis injections since that
time. the injections seemed to help in that
his vision did not deteriorate further.
Several years ago, we first learned about
the macula Vision Research foundation at
a SupportSight meeting in Doylestown,
pennsylvania. the speaker was Lea S.
Bramnick who, at the time, was the
executive Director of mVRf. Lea shared the
story about karen and herb Lotman,
founders of the macula Vision Research
foundation. their efforts came to mind
when my husband passed and i felt
donations to mVRf in his memory would be
the best way to honor him and help others
diagnosed with amD.
my husband had a successful career in
the aerospace industry and was an avid

reader of scientific publications as well as
non-fiction, fiction and current events. Despite many reading aids, it was just too much
for him to get pleasure out of reading. however, he had success using maxi glasses to
watch the large screen tV his children gave
him. Books on tape were difficult due to his
hearing impairment.
Despite his limitations, he regularly
enjoyed attending support group meetings.
to his credit, Carm relinquished his driving privileges on his own, not wanting to
jeopardize others. as you know, giving up
driving is strongly resisted by many as it results in the loss of one's independence and
a major life change.
at times he surprised us with what vision
he had. During the eulogy given by his son
tom, it was mentioned that going to dinner
with friends became challenging because of
the lighting. But, when an attractive female
was in the vicinity, his vision would suddenly
transform to 20/20. if we didn't know better,
we thought he exhibited signs of Selective
age-related macular Degeneration (SamD).
our family extends best wishes for success
and promise to the mVRf.
The DeCresente Family

In honor or Memory of a Loved one

mVRf is proud to acknowledge those in whose memory or honor we have received
donations of $1,000 or more. this is a meaningful way to memorialize the passing of a
loved one or celebrate the birthday or anniversary of someone close to you while having a
lasting impact. our mVRf supporters are special to us and we are honored to recognize
them. if you have any questions or want to recognize a loved one, please contact
amy L. Singer, Director of Development, at 1-866-462-2852.
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VIsIon TeChnoLogY ReVIeW FoR The VIsUALLY IMPAIReD

Deborah M. Kogler, L.D.o.
Magnifiers & More

technological advancements for the visually impaired continue to grow. times are changing and the use of handheld, one power, magnification magnifiers is taking a backseat to
electronic magnifiers. almost monthly, more and more devices are introduced to the already large repertoire of low vision devices on the market. Recently introduced to the visually impaired community and tested by both vision professionals and end users, were
these three successful and useful new products.
Compact 4 hD
the optelec Compact 4 hD is the first high Definition video magnifier that uniquely combines all
the benefits of a handheld and dome magnifier
in a single design for a comfortable reading experience. the unique portability and a special
softtouch coating makes the Compact 4 hD easy to use, comfortable to grip and stylish. When placed flat on a desk or on
reading materials, with the detachable stand, the screen of the
Compact 4 hD sits at a comfortable viewing angle and can be
used just like a dome magnifier. When out and about, take it off the detachable stand
and carry it in your pocket or handbag. the Compact 4 hD becomes a pocket-sized, thin
and lightweight magnifier for use on the go. Combining high-definition autofocus camera
technology, innovative lighting and a generous size 4.3-inch widescreen, the Compact 4
hD offers superior quality images with a magnification range of 1.7x to 12x. it comes
with a three-hour continuous rechargeable battery and stylish carrying case.

Compact 5 hD
the optelec Compact 5 hD offers a true replacement for the
traditional optical magnifier that grows with your needs over
time. the Compact 5 hD is small and light enough to fit in
your pocket and features a five-inch widescreen and
high-definition image. the buttons are easy to see and operate. Lightweight, always in focus, and simple to use, the
Compact 5 hD offers two different ergonomic reading positions. to meet your specific needs, each Compact 5 hD setting can be customized and saved using the special large icon menu. using the latest
high-definition and autofocus camera, the Compact 5 hD offers more than standard
handheld video magnifiers:
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• four times increased field of view
• three times higher resolution
• 16 high contrast color combinations and adjustable brightness for easier reading to

help reduce eye strain
• patented indirect camera lighting system to eliminate glare and light reflections when
reading from glossy documents and displays
the Compact 5 hD has continuous zoom magnification
from 1.5x to 18x and comes with a three-hour continuous
rechargeable battery and stylish carrying case.

Compact 7 hD
the Compact 7 hD has the largest screen available in the
optelec Compact product family. the features and functions
are the same as the Compact 5 hD, but with a seven-inch
reading screen. it has continuous zoom magnification from
2x to 24x and comes with a three-hour continuous rechargeable battery and stylish carrying case. the seven inch screen makes magnifying a book,
magazine or large text areas simple to read.
oWn an iPad, iPod or iPhone?
some Apps that are helpful for the visually impaired…

forscore:
Downloadable sheet music that you
can enlarge & turn the page with the
swipe of your finger
LookTel Money Reader:
helps you to quickly and easily
recognize currency

Color ID:
Color identifier uses the camera
on your iphone or ipod touch to
speak the names of colors

Digit-eyes Audio scanner and Labeler:
Reads barcode labels, scans upC
codes and voices the names of over
25 million products

For more apps visit: http://www.applevis.com

Macular degeneration is the leading cause of blindness
in men and women over age 60.
15
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Cumulative Gifts of $10,000 and Above
With pride and gratitude, we acknowledge our leadership donors who have made gifts of
$10,000 or more to the macula Vision Research foundation.

their generosity supports our commitment to funding scientific research and enhances
the impact of our important work in fighting blindness and saving sight. this list includes
both current annual donors and cumulative major gifts since 1998. This listing is updated
quarterly.
FoUnDeRs $1,000,000 +
karen and herb Lotman foundation
VIsIonARIes $500,000 +
estate of Lina Siwinna

FeARLess FUnDeRs $250,000 +
Scot and Shelly fisher
annabelle fishman and the
fishman family foundation
Dr. Renata Sarno

PARTneRs In ReseARCh
$100,000 +
anonymous
albert B. millett memorial fund
Lucille and harry Bahm
Beach family fund
edith C. Blum foundation, inc.
Bob and penny fox
genentech, a member of the Roche group
michael W. and Lynn C. haley
helen D. groome Beatty trust
Cammy and terry Larsen
Jeff and thérèse Lotman
martha W. Rogers Charitable trust
alan and Jill miller
karyn and Charles murray
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Rae S. uber trust
Sara J. Risch
in memory of Marjorie S. Peters
ed Snider
Wheeler family Charitable foundation

sAVIng sIghT $50,000 +
anonymous
irma Blumenthal
in memory of Robert Blumenthal
ira Brind and Stacey Spector
Catt family foundation
Joe and mary fenkel
melva and mel herrin
Robert B. kern
paul kramer & Selma and
Raymond kramer foundation
Joanne and edward e. miller, Sr.
John W. Rich, Sr.
Roxanna and e. Lorraine Schlimm
Jan and paul Schrage
Sickles Charitable fund
the Sidewater family foundation
Charles and nancy Valluzzo
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PIoneeRs FoR A CURe $25,000 +
anonymous
Donna Calvert and family
Ronald Caplan, philadelphia management
ellen and Win Churchill
Coca-Cola Company
Judi and Bruce goodman
francine and Steve katz
the Laurel foundation
the Liebowitz foundation
nicholas V. martell
mellon financial Corporation
eleanor and howard morgan
peter g. peterson foundation
philadelphia fountain Society
marcia and Ron Rubin
harriet and Larry Weiss
AMbAssADoRs $10,000 +
anonymous5
andrew and Lillian a. posey foundation
irene Bondy
Cagle’s inc.
Cantalupo family
Janice Coats
in memory of Hector Coats
Susan and george Cohon
the Cooper family foundation
David a. Coquillard
Rena Rowan Damone and Vic Damone
estate of erna Beyer
estate of Sophia Levin
eyetech pharmaceuticals, inc.
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gfpt public Company Limited
Willis gillett
mr. and mrs. Brent R. granger
thomas J. gravina
eileen Leary
nancy and Rudy Lee
Leon L. Levy & associates
Lindsay goldberg
Robert and teresa Lindsay
family foundation
Lucian “mac” mcelroy
mark mcgunagle
marilyn and Charles S. mechem, Jr.
fund of the greater Cincinnati foundation
george a. metz and elinor h. metz
Joel a. montgomery
nancy a. and Jerome L. myers, mD
nSm insurance group
michael a. peterson foundation
mr. and mrs. Carl e. Ring, Jr.
Rocky mountain express Corporation
Roberta and ernest Scheller, Jr.
family foundation
Charles and mildred Schnurmacher
foundation, inc.
the Scholler foundation
Dr. arlyne taub Shockman
Space tech and Research foundation
the Donald B. and Dorothy L. Stabler
foundation
the honorable marilyn Ware
marlene Weinberg

We thank you.
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$250,000+
karen and herb Lotman
foundation
Dr. Renata Sarno

$249,999 - $100,000
Lucille and harry Bahm
edith C. Blum foundation, inc.
$99,999 - $50,000
genentech, a member
of the Roche group

$49,999 - $25,000
Shelly and Scot fisher
ed Snider

$24,999 - $10,000
irma Blumenthal
in memory of Robert Blumenthal
Ronald Caplan, philadelphia
management
ellen and Win Churchill
Bob and penny fox
in honor of Karen and Herb
Lotman
Cammy and terry Larsen
george a. metz and elinor h. metz
alan and Jill miller
eleanor and howard morgan
karyn and Charles murray
Charles and mildred
Schnurmacher foundation, inc.
the Scholler foundation
the Donald B. and
Dorothy L. Stabler foundation
Wheeler family Charitable
foundation
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$9,999 - $5,000
anonymous1
Berwind Corporation
ira Brind and Stacey Spector
Donna Calvert and family
arthur t. Cantwell Charitable
foundation
Catt family foundation
annabelle fishman
michael W. and Lynn C. haley
Lulu Leonard
in honor of Ella Mae Sprayberry
Robert and teresa Lindsay
family foundation
the Lucius n. Littauer foundation
Richard and Janet mcCoy
Lucian “mac” mcelroy
Joanne and edward e. miller, Sr.
hilarie and mitchell morgan
nancy a. and Jerome L. myers, mD
philadelphia fountain Society
Jan and paul Schrage
gerald B. Shreiber foundation
Sickles Charitable fund
Charles and nancy Valluzzo
harriet and Larry Weiss

$4,999 - $1,000
anonymous5
pamela Baker macLellan
Jean and Duane Bojack
Leon Borchers
mr. and mrs. Richard Brandes
Julian a. and Lois g. Brodsky
Cantalupo family
Louis n. Cassett foundation
gene and Roz Chaiken
in honor of Karen and
Herb Lotman
Janice Coats
in memory of Hector Coats
the Christine and
John Connolly foundation
michael C. forman
geraldine and Dick fox
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george and eleanore ginader
glaxoSmithkline foundation
the glickenhaus foundation
max goldenberg foundation
the William p. goldman
and Brothers foundation
in memory of Sidney Kraines
mr. and mrs. Brent R. granger
Chandler and pat horton
Jim and karen hull
Stephen and Dorothy izzi
the Samuel and
Rebecca kardon foundation
francine and Steve katz
michael J. korngut
to honor/memorialize special people
elaine and manny Landau
in honor of Dr. David H. Fischer
Leon L. Levy & associates, inc.
the Liebowitz foundation
in honor of Herb Lotman
Seh Seh Lin
in honor of Dr. Georgia Crozier
Samuel p. mandell foundation
Scott J. mason and
Lynne n. mason
in honor of Karen and
Herb Lotman
mcelroy family fund
mark mcgunagle
in honor of Joanne McGunagle
george R. mcneal
marilyn and Charles S. mechem, Jr.
fund of the greater
Cincinnati foundation
mary meehan
mrs. ida newman
Dina and Leonard pavel
pelino and Budenz families
Connie and irvin pund foundation
mr. and mrs. michael Rabena
in honor of Karen and
Herb Lotman
mr. and mrs. Carl Ring, Jr.
marcia and Ron Rubin
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Lois and John Sachs
Roberta and ernest Scheller, Jr.
family foundation
in honor of Len Rokaw
Walt and Janet Schuchmann
in memory of Ruth Schuchmann
Cloyce edward Smith
mr. and mrs. Donald Smith
Space tech and Research
foundation
in memory of Greta Smolowe
Joan and Bernard Spain
Stein/Bellet foundation
in honor of Amy Singer
Strauss family fund
the maxwell Strawbridge
Charitable trust
harriette S. and
Charles L. tabas foundation
the telford family
Dorothy Wasserman
marlene Weinberg
in memory of Elaine Weiner
mrs. Judith Williams
marian and norman Wolgin

$999 - $500
anonymous4
tom and Sherri albrecht
Linda and al angello
the Barrett family foundation
Denny and mary alice Byrne
eileen Charnicki
milton Cooper
phil and Betsy Culberson
patricia Dixon
kathryn and Robert earley
Richard and marlene ferst
Dr. Robert and Wanda floros
in honor of Karen Lotman
amy a. fox and Daniel h. Wheeler
Jack and pauline freeman
foundation
philip C. friday, Jr.

Chris gabriel
in memory of Elaine Weiner
andrew h. gibel
Willis m. gillett
ginader Jones & Co. LLp
William a. graham, iV
Brian and marilyn grant
kathleen hall
greg heinzinger and kerstin pfann
hank and Carol herman
Jeanne hoechst
Dr. and mrs. Scott Lampert
in honor of Dr. Alexander Brucker
nancy and Rudy Lee
margelle and Shelly Liss
mr. and mrs. John Lohr
magnifers & more
Bruce and margaret mainwaring
Salli and Stephen mickelberg
in honor of Karen and
Herb Lotman
David J. millstein
the new millennium
Charitable foundation
nan norton
in honor of Harriette Cochran
Daniel offer, mD
and marjorie kaiz offer
the olszewksi family
Charitable fund
the paul family ardmore
toyota/Central City toyota
norman C. Ray trust
Barbara Rocks
John Sills
kate Strauchon
in memory of Winifred Strauchon
mr. and mrs. John Ward
Barbara Wistrom
mr. and mrs. Joseph S. zuritsky
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$499 - $250
anonymous5
Jan and pete albert
Lea S. Bramnick
to honor/memorialize special people
mr. and mrs. kevin Brown
Drs. Stuart Burgess
and zuzana hrdlicka
norman S. Cohen
mr. and mrs. ed Delate
Sylvia Dunkelman
mr. and mrs. John Durante
in honor of Karen and
Herb Lotman
Jane ellington
in memory of Merry Ellington
Lisa and michael erlbaum
Joseph and amale gaffney
nancy halpern
L. harvey hewit Janik LLp
in memory of Hilda Freeman
mr. and mrs. J. kevin kilbane
Joel S. Lawson, iii
in memory of Mary Benone
karen and herb Lotman
in memory of Joe Smukler
m & m Restaurant Supply
mr. and mrs. marvin micklin
Wallace and Lin migura
Betty B. mills
mary providence
Diann and martin Quinlan
the Donald and Sylvia Robinson
family foundation
Robbie Robertson
Leonard Rokaw
to honor/memorialize special people
Judy and Richard Rosenbleeth
ann and Richard Schwarz
to honor/memorialize special people
michael and patricia Scully
Joseph C. Senn
in honor of Cecelia Flynn
Linda and Don Stewart
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Barry S. taney, mD
michele S. and Jack D. Wuerstle
in honor of Anthony T. Saldutti

$249 - $100
anonymous19
a. J. alexander
Dr. and mrs. thomas p. arnold
in memory of Harold Randall
Jacqueline Shepperd arp
in memory of Ruby Anna Gargano
Jean S. Barker
Coleman Barnett
nelda Barton
Cleveland anesthesia group, inc.
in memory of Hilda Freeman
marlys J. Becker
mr. and mrs. Joseph Benevento
norman Bilow, ph. D.
James h. Blind
in memory of Henry H. Blind
mr. and mrs. nelson Bowen
edwin Bozian
michael Bramnick
and Susan Weintraub
Brûlée Catering
in memory of Elaine Weiner
Don Casto
mary ann Chapman
Chevron humankind
mr. and mrs. gary L. Clawson
in memory of Thelda Carius
edward m. Coffman
Donna h. Cohen
Jo ann Collier
Jane k. Colten
John and adrienne Conway
mike and tina Corcoran
in honor of Karen and
Herb Lotman
J. Drew Coyle
Cynthia and harvey a. Creem
in honor of Dr. Trexler Topping
peg Crosley
in honor of Denis Chasek
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Jan Cruze
mike and irene Curry
in memory of Ruth Schuchmann
nancy and Richard Dash
Beverly Dash and Debra Lobel
mr. and mrs. James a. Davidson
Dr. and mrs. ernest Dellheim
Joanne Devine
in honor of Eugene Devine
Sharon m. Dovick
Barbara g. ebright
milton eisen
Leon ellerson and Sandra Curry
eleanor B. epstein
Dr. audrey evans
Stephen S. fehr
in memory of Adele Moody
Dr. and mrs. Leonard finkelstein
Julia fisher, Jared farbman, Joey
fisher and Sam fisher
in honor of Karen and
Herb Lotman
alan and frances flashner
Robert C. fournier
mrs. Joy frayer
in memory of Dr. William C. Frayer
freundlich family fund
Dr. Stephen garza
Bill gaynor
g. Richard geldbaugh
henry gonzalez
ashley goodman
Vivienne goss
Roy granberg
george gregus
James and Doris grenier
Ron and Jan gray
John guiling
kurt W. gunderson
in memory of
Signe Rasmmuson Gunderson
William p. hall
helene W. harrison
Louise hemmingsen
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Jerry and Sheila hershman
in memory of Hilda Freeman
David heward
Sandy hicks
agnes S. hite
in memory of Carl A. Sims, Sr.
Joan hornig Jewelry
in honor of Karen Pelino
phil and Carol horowitz
Don howard
Richard a. hudson
nathaniel Jackson
in honor Stephen Jackson
Barbara and Robert Jackson
michael J. Jankowski
in memory of Bernice Jankowski
karen Johnson
Leda h. Jomeruck
edward kaiserian
in memory of
Sara Pauline Kaiserian
Leanna and Lawrence katsoff
marti katz
in memory of Hilda Freeman
Donald J. kester
nadeer khan
Bahram khorram
Virginia and harvey kimmel
De anna and Steven kinney
keith kleespies
malcolm and meredith knapp
patricia knott
James and nadeen kobs
Charitable trust
annette kravitz
Sandy and Bernard krouse
Valerie kurz
Dr. Stephanie Lambert
in memory of Charlotte Fanta
Carl f. and helen S. Landeck
Brenda Landman
Diane Lewis
in honor of Sharon Chamberlain
mr. and mrs. William Locke
Jim and Rosemary Long
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Samuel Lundy and family
in honor of Karen and
Herb Lotman
Dorothy magen
Joseph R. mango
thadeus J. matthews
francis i. and Shirley m. maurer
Rita mcCafferty
artie mcewan
James W. mcgrath
ed and Lynn metzger
John D. meyer
in memory of Edith Meyer
thomas S. meyers
Corinne mientus
in honor of Daniel Kossow
eugene minor
Jule miracle
Richard L. morgan
gail Curtis morse
ann and Julius nemeth
Rose ocampo
in memory of Jose H. Ocampo
george ohlendorf
Rufus m. overlander, iii
Louis and Ruth palitz
John and Susan parker
David partington
Dan and amy pogacsnik
mr. and mrs. Seymour S. preston iii
Beatrice J. Rasiwala
mr. and mrs. William L. Rasmussen
mr. and mrs. ernest e. Renaud
in memory of Mary Renaud
Carolyn Richards
milton Ritter and Rita Wolf

mr. and mrs. michael Roarty
in honor of Robert and
Lorraine Kish
Dr. and mrs. Scott e. Rosenthal
in honor of Karen and
Herb Lotman
John and andrea Roush
David and Ruth Rowe
Leanna and anthony Saler
in memory of Manny Weber
mr. and mrs. george W. Sansom
Dorothy Sanders
in memory of Ruth Schuchmann
Stanley m. Saunier
Jim and Dorothy Schoebel
ida C. Scott
Robert L. Seay
Cornelia h. Seidel
Joseph Sekellick
mr. and mrs. mark Sherman
in memory of Ruth Schuchmann
R. Jay Sigel
amy L. Singer
in honor of Karen and
Herb Lotman
irene and Walter Sivek
Ruth and alan p. Smith
Dorothy a. Smith
mr. and mrs. Ronald L. Smith
in memory of Ruth Schuchmann
mr. and mrs. Dennis Staley
Dr. J. harold Stanley
Carl Steele
a. g. and Loretta Stevenson
e. ann Sullivan
helen a. Swedenborg
Ruth m. Switzer
mary C. Szczepanski
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Dr. and mrs. marvin talansky
Daniel m. tardiff
in memory of Hilda Freeman
hans and nelly thalheimer
Linda and Dexter thede
mary troe
irving and mary tyler
Sally and Jim Van Stone
James B. Vasile
the Vestry of Saint David of Wales
in memory of Lucy Elizabeth Mays
Veterans memorial Chapel
in memory of Ruth Schuchmann
Dr. Robert and maryann Watson
Dr. Sidney Weinstein
Doris Weiss
Joyce Weissman
Jeanette m. Welsh
in honor of Kay Hardy Welsh
mr. and mrs. John W. West
in memory of Ruth Schuchmann
Cathy m. White
fred and Carol Williams
Dorothy and Chet Wilson
in honor of Karen and
Herb Lotman
herb Wilson
in memory of John Pelino
Jacqueline R. Wittmuss
elaine Wolf
marcia S. Wolk
tom and Susan Wood
David R. Woodside
edward m. Yturri
henry V. zaremba

If we have misspelled or omitted your name, please accept our sincere apologies and
let us know so we may correct our records. We make every effort to list your name
according to your personal preference. Due to space considerations we recognize donors
who give $100 or more, however, we are grateful for every donation.
We thank all of our MVRF supporters for helping in every way.
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The MVRF TeAM

DAWn PRALL geoRge
executive Director
Dawn@mvrf.org
Dawn is a high-energy executive
with more than 25 years’ experience in nonprofit management
and an outstanding track record
of collaboration. She is a leader
who has an exceptional capacity to see things from
concept to completion and beyond with a keen eye
on fiscal responsibility with the end goal of achieving results as paramount.
Dawn is a compassionate professional who is
extraordinarily adept at developing and sustaining
key relationships at all levels in diverse settings
and situations. She brings the business savvy, political astuteness and entrepreneurial thinking that
will help guide and continue to build mVRf as a
strong, active organization. Dawn’s lifelong commitment to serving others transcends her professional role as she actively devotes her time and
energy in a volunteer leadership capacity for many
worthy causes.

JULIe soKoLoFF
Director of operations
Julie@mvrf.org
Julie joined the mVRf team in
2003, bringing with her 25 years
of experience in business and
politics. throughout her career,
she worked in the political arena,
managing several statewide and local political
campaigns until she came to mVRf. the final
political campaign she managed was her own
successful race for pennsylvania State Constable,
an office she still holds and actively serves. as
Director of operations, Julie is uniquely qualified
to oversee mVRf’s operations, support the events
and fundraising campaigns, and work with the
mVRf donors, supporters and constituents.
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AMY L. sIngeR
Director of Development
Amy@mvrf.org
amy joined the mVRf
team in 2010, bringing 30
years of fundraising experience, soliciting major gifts
for a wide range of diverse
institutions including: the Jewish federation of
greater philadelphia, the american Committee for
the Weizmann institute of Science, the Jewish
theological Seminary of america, the Rutgers university foundation at Rutgers State university to
establish a new Center, and the prince music theater, among others. amy effectively implements
mVRf’s robust national fundraising plan, which
continues to expand the projects that help advance
the knowledge of macular degeneration and other
retinal diseases.
nIKKI gRossMAn
Marketing &
Communications
Coordinator
nikki@mvrf.org
nikki recently joined the
mVRf team as the marketing and Communications Coordinator. She supports our digital
marketing strategies with a high level of creativity
and knowledge. a recent graduate of the university
of pittsburgh, she brings experience in event
planning and fundraising for non-profit organizations including the hillel Jewish university Center
of pittsburgh and the prostate Cancer foundation.
nikki is excited to join mVRf and contribute to the
valuable mission of the organization.
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Whole Wheat Penne with spinach and gorgonzola
makes 6 servings

Ingredients:
• 10 oz. uncooked whole wheat penne pasta
• olive oil cooking spray
• 1 1/2 cup yellow onion, diced (1 medium onion)
• 3 large clove garlic, minced
• 1/2 cup chicken broth
• 3 Roma tomatoes, chopped (2 cups)
• 1 (6-ounce) bag fresh baby spinach
• 1/3 cup fresh basil, chopped or 1 teaspoon dried basil
• Salt and pepper to taste
• 2/3 cup crumbled gorgonzola cheese
• 1/3 cup pine nuts (optional)

Directions:
1. Cook pasta according to package directions, without salting water.
2. While pasta is cooking, spray a large, non-stick frying pan with cooking spray. heat
over medium-high heat. add onions, then stir and cook until slightly transparent,
approximately 5 minutes. add garlic, stir and cook for another minute. add broth
and let simmer for 3 minutes. add tomatoes, toss, and simmer for 2 minutes. add
spinach and basil, cook and stir for approximately 2 minutes, or until leaves wilt.
Remove from heat and add salt/pepper to taste.
3. Drain pasta and add to spinach mixture. thoroughly toss. Serve on a platter and top
with gorgonzola and pine nuts.

Enjoy!

Thanks to www.aoa.org/x11819.xml for this great recipe

neW LooK

www.MVRF.org

Please visit us at
to check it out!
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